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ABSTRACT
Intelligent agents need to perceive and correctly interpret the so-
cial signals of their interaction partners. In order to support the
development of these skills, we establish a process of long-term
data acquisition, annotation and continuous model evaluation. We
facilitate automatic recording and annotation of unconstrained, mul-
ticentric interactions in a smart environment. Finally, we simplify
manual ground truth annotation and allow continuous evaluation
of our recognition models on a growing set of interactions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Especially in long-term and multicentric interactions, socially intel-
ligent agents need to understand their naïve interaction partners’
behaviour and act according to their expectations. These expecta-
tions are mostly derived from own experiences in Human-Human
Interaction (HHI). As a result, social robots can mimic human com-
munication signals to e.g. claim the conversational floor [8] or affect
the perceived conversational roles in an interaction [5]. Meanwhile,
the models used to recognise human communication signals are
often tailored to a specific scenario and seldom evaluated over a
longer period.

The aim of this paper is to establish a process (see Figure 1 for
an overview) and create the tools to automatically: (I) Provide a
constantly growing set of unconstrained HHI and Human-Robot
Interaction (HRI) interaction data, (II) automatically pre-annotate
interactions using established models, and (III) continuously and
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Figure 1: The data collection and evaluation process. Blocks
depict data. Green circles depict automated parts. Blue cir-
cles (with dashed lines) highlight manual parts. Arrows de-
pict uses-relations. Double lines show data production.

incrementally quantify the performance of different models. Conse-
quently, this simplifies the manual ground truth annotation and the
design and evaluation of new models. Initially, we address models
for conversational group detection and conversational role recog-
nition.

In HHI, focused encounters are often investigated in situations
like meetings, seminars or spontaneous, free-standing interactions.
Conversational groups are then detected using the speech activity
of participants [1] or by applying the framework of F-Formations
[4] and using body orientations [7]. In HRI it is often assumed
that the group consists of the robot and the people it observes.
Conversational roles are then recognised using heuristics – e.g.
by detecting the current speaker and deriving the addressee from
its gaze [6, 8]. Research on conversational groups often provides
data sets (see [7]) but usually does not consider robotic encounters.
Conversational role recognition in HRI usually leaves the problem
of group detection aside and focuses on the generation and impact
of the robot’s behaviour in short, specific interactions. Finally, none
of the presented works focuses on unconstrained, multicentric HRI.

To allow robots to interact in multicentric long-term scenarios,
we need flexible and reliable models for conversational group de-
tection and role recognition. By applying the proposed process,
we create the environment necessary to create and enhance these
models.

2 INCREMENTAL PROCESS
In this section we describe our data acquisition and model evalua-
tion process (see Figure 1). We discuss its state of implementation
and the possible benefits and biases of the chosen data acquisition
strategy.
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Figure 2: Excerpt from a first recording: Upper-right: top-
down view of the kitchen. Lower-right: Flobi’s perspective
on the kitchen. Rest: overview recordings of the apartment

2.1 Data Collection & Annotation
For data acquisition, we use the Cognitive Service Robotics Apart-
ment (CSRA)1 smart home laboratory. It is designed to appear like
a normal apartment, inhabited by multiple Flobi simulations and
the robot Floka [9]. Furthermore, it is always operational and hosts
activities like meetings, socialising events and demonstrations. This
setup allows very natural and unrestricted HHI and HRI observa-
tions. During demonstrations, there are user groups from various
backgrounds and age-groups. Participants of meetings and social
events usually have an academical or technical background and
some experience in HRI. The video & system recording phase (Fig-
ure 1) currently produces interaction data by recording: (I) system
events and (II) overview videos (as in [3]), (III) videos from the
Flobis’ perspectives and finally (IV) twelve local top-down views
covering the apartment. An excerpt from the video recordings can
be seen in Figure 2. The recording automatically starts and stops
when people enter and leave the apartment. As an initial test we
recorded a prolonged demonstration of about 1 hour duration with
eight Students, two lecturers and a presenter, where HHI and single-
and multi-party HRI can be observed (see Figure 2).

In the automatic annotation phase, the recorded system data can
be used to generate annotations of the apartment’s and agent’s
beliefs (e.g. person positions, interaction times and dialog content).
Additionally, we can analyse and annotate the recordings with
computationally more complex tools which can not be used during
the interaction. These pre-annotations can be imported to ELAN [2]
and notably reduce the amount of work needed for manual ground
truth validation (Figure 1). Because ELAN is not equally suitable
for all annotation tasks (e.g. person positions and conversational
groups), we are currently developing a specialised tool for this task.

2.2 Continuous Model Evaluation
We started with initial baseline models for group detection and
conversational role recognition. The conversational group detection
uses the F-Formations detection by [7] with some extensions2. The
conversational role recognition uses Naive Bayes to classify the
speaker, addressee and side-participants from the agent’s point of

1https://www.cit-ec.de/en/csra
2https://github.com/vrichter/fformation-rsb

view (similar to [6]). It uses the visual focus of attention and mouth
movements of all participants observed by the agents or robot.

When an interaction is sufficiently annotated for the model eval-
uation phase, we add it to the evaluation data set. By versioning
changes to the data and model, we can reiterate the evaluation pro-
cess after each change and create a continuous assessment of the
model in the model performance history (Figure 1). This facilitates
the understanding of the impact to model changes and finally the
model enhancement process.

3 CONCLUSION
We identified that understanding human social signals in HRI is a
requirement to allow socially adequate behaviour and smooth in-
teraction of robots and virtual agents. To achieve this, we proposed
a process of incremental data acquisition and continuous model
(re-)evaluation. The data acquisition was integrated into a smart,
robot inhabited apartment, which exhibits diverse situations with
mixed and multicentral HHI and HRI. We facilitated the annotation
process and proposed a way to make the impact of new data or
models changes directly visible through continuous evaluation.

By applying this framework in the proposed environment, we
pave the way for high quality recognition models that can cope with
various types of unrestricted, dynamic interactions. The choice of
the models will allow a better understanding of human negotiation
of conversational groups and roles and the involved processes.
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